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SHAKING OUT OUR UMBRELLAS, WE

New Orleans' culinary evolution owes more
than a passing tribute to the African women
follow the barkeep's nod toward a cayennewho worked the kitchens of the colony. "They
walled room, where a dozen damp tourists
were major players in the synthesizing of
mill around a man in a red felt fedora. A single
Creole food," says Naif, as they bent the
long table set with white linen dominates the
opportunities and limitations of Louisiana
windowless space. Among the framed blackgeography to Old World foodways.
and-white photos that line the walls, a small
WHERE ON EARTH
Combing the hidden courtyards and
plaque tags this ‘The Mystery Room.’
carriageways of Antoine's gives us an inside
And the mystery? Why, it's a former
look at the city's architecture — a practice that
Prohibition-era speakeasy, says the behatted Naif
we continue at Arnaud's, where the casual tile-and-brick vibe
Shahady. Of course! This is New Orleans — we'd expect no less.
of the Remoulade Cafe gives way to elegant dining rooms
The dining room's just one of 15 tucked into the French Quarter
and bars linked by mosaic-tile passageways. Arnaud's, too,
rabbit warren that is Antoine's, New Orleans' oldest restaurant
began life as a modest family business, opened by Arnaud
— and a most appropriate launch point for our French Quarter
Cazenave as a coffee shop in 1902. Cazenave's daughter,
Culinary History and Tasting Tour.
however, was reluctant heir to the family dynasty, and her
Opened in 1840 by an eighteen- year-old chef's apprentice
preference for Mardi Gras Queen campaigns (which she won
from Marseilles, Antoine's grew from a simple boarding house
22 times!) yields the surprise at Arnaud's: the Germaine Wells
eatery to become the longest standing family-owned
Mardi Gras Museum, harbouring a resplendent collection of
restaurant in the US and an icon of classic fine dining. With
her costumes and headdresses — which we ogle and
gilded rooms dedicated to Mardi Gras Krewes, and photos of
photograph at will.
visiting presidents, popes, and Hollywood celebrities papering
Arnaud's gives us tastings of Shrimp Arnaud: plump Gulf
its walls, Antoine's literally drips with New Orleans history.
shrimp marinated in the restaurant's signature remoulade
But the roots of New Orleans' singular cuisine reach back
sauce. The sauce is a New Orleans spin on the traditional
well before Antoine's. "The history of our food here is nothing
mayonnaise-and-Dijon-based French remoulade — and
less than the history of our city,” says Naif, and he provides
highlights the influence of German immigrants who settled in
proof of that statement over the next three hours, as he
the city in the 1840s. Here the mayonnaise is omitted, a touch
recounts the waves of new arrivals who left their indelible
of paprika and cayenne lend their pink colour, and coarse
stamp on the local cuisine.
Creole mustard — made of vinegar-marinated brown
Our first food sample, Creole seafood gumbo, takes us
mustard seeds and horseradish — replaces the gentler Dijon.
back to the very founding of the city by the French in 1718.
The architecture-food history pairing continues at Café
With the French came an expertise in bouillabaisse and roux,
Soulé, where we explore the second-floor ballroom of the
but it was the indigenous Choctaw people who taught them to
19th-century mansion — with its gilt crown mouldings and
add ground sassafras leaves — which the French called filé —
palmate ceiling medallions — and settle into the austere
as the final seasoning that became a gumbo hallmark. With
ground-floor café for a sample of jambalaya. An artefact of
the French, too, came their African slaves, who crossed the
New Orleans’ 40-year interval as a Spanish colony (1763 to
Atlantic harbouring sacred seeds that contributed yet another
1803), jambalaya is a Creole version of Spanish paella, in
emblematic element to New Orleans cuisine: okra. Indeed,
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THE FRENCH QUARTER CULINARY
HISTORY AND TASTING TOUR has been
created and operated by New Orleans historian,
Kelly Hamilton, since 2004. Visitors can combine
this tour with a full cooking school demonstration
as well as lunch in the NEW ORLEANS CULINARY
EXPERIENCE. Also on offer is a NEW ORLEANS
CLASSIC DRINKS TOUR www.noculinarytours.com
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which tomatoes serve as substitute for the traditional saffron that
was scarce in the colony.
The bright, espresso-scented cranny that is La Divina Cafe wafts
of yet another cultural group that left its mark on New Orleans
cuisine. From 1880 through the early 20th century, Sicilians
escaping economic decline in their country arrived by the droves in
the French Quarter. To them is credited the invention of the
muffaletta — layers of salami, ham, mortadella and aged provolone,
topped with marinated olive salad and pressed between halves of a
soft, sesame-seeded loaf — a sandwich combining all the elements
of the typical Sicilian labourer's lunch into one portable package.
With a nod to modern trends, La Divina replaces the muffaletta loaf
with a ciabatta roll, toasts it all in a panini press, and dubs it a
muffalino. But since its 2007 opening, La Divina's true claim to
fame has been its artisanal gelato and sorbetto, so we sample
those, too: an effervescent grapefruit sorbetto spiked with
Prosecco and Campari; and Scuro Orange gelato, luscious with
dark chocolate and marmalade.
We dive back in time again at Tujagues, the city's original standup bar. Coming second only to Antoine's for the title of oldest
restaurant in New Orleans, Tujagues entered the 19th-century
culinary scene by serving breakfast to the dock workers and
butchers who toiled overnight in the nearby French Market. A
highlight of these seven-course ‘brunches’ was the beef brisket,
which became a mainstay in Tujagues' evolution into fine dining.
We sample the brisket — fork-tender and dressed with a bitey
sauce of mustard and horseradish — beneath a massive mirror
scooped after 90 years in a Paris bistro to assume pride of place in
1856 behind Tujagues' elbow-worn cypress bar.
We close out the tour with a roux-cooking demonstration in the
interior courtyard of the historic Pontalba apartments. Ms Suandra
playfully categorizes the various shades of roux — each with its
own culinary application — by the number of wineglasses she
typically consumes while the flour and fat simmer. Failing a bottle
of wine to share, she offers shards of sassafras bark and chicory to
sniff and Louisiana red beans and rice to nibble, explaining their
cultural context while the roux makes its transition from buff to
golden to nut-brown. In a perfect conclusion to our New Orleans
food primer, Naif doffs his fedora in adieu at adjacent Creole
Delicacies — a gourmet shop packed with local ingredients to take
our new culinary knowledge home.

SERVES 12

Tujague’s Boiled Beef
Brisket
THIS RECIPE FROM www.noculinarytours.com
offers two tips for creating the tenderest, juiciest brisket:
1. Buy fresh, quality, well-trimmed brisket, never frozen;
2. Simmer the meat slowly; avoid a hard boil.
Choice Brisket
6–7 lbs
Onions 2, quartered
Celery 1 ½ ribs,
quartered
Garlic 1 head, peeled
Bay Leaf 1
Salt 1 Tbs
Black Peppercorns
15
Green Onions
2, quartered
Carrot 1, quartered
Bell Pepper 1,
quartered
SAUCE
Ketchup 1 cup

Prepared Horseradish ½ cup
Creole Mustard ¼ cup
1 PLACE the brisket in a
large soup pot and cover
with cold water.Add all
remaining ingredients and
simmer for 3–4 hours until
the beef is tender.
2 COMBINE sauce
ingredients in a bowl.
Set aside.
3 REMOVE the beef from
the stock and slice. Skim
and strain the stock, then
freeze it for soup or sauces.
4 SERVE the beef with
the sauce.

CATHERINE VAN BRUNSCHOT is a Calgarybased food and travel writer. Read more of her
work at www.catherinevanbrunschot.com
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